Service robots are becoming more and more capable but at the same time they are opaque to their users. Once a robot starts executing a task it is hard to tell what it is doing or why. To make robots more transparent to their users we propose to expand the capabilities of robots to not only execute tasks but also answer questions about their experience.
Introduction
Mobile service robots have become increasingly capable at performing autonomously many different tasks. Our CoBot robots have traveled autonomously for more than 1000km [4] , the Keija robot was deployed in a mall as robotic guide [8] , and the STRANDS project has developed robots aimed for long-term deployment in everyday environments [12] .
Although the capabilities of robots have been steadily increasing, it is still unclear how robots will fit in our everyday life, and how the interaction between users and robots is going to shape up. One crucial aspect is related to the issue of trust between users and robots. In our deployment of the CoBot robots we observed how the internal state of the robot is often hidden to the users [3] . Ideally, users should be able to ask the robot what it did or why a particular choice or action was taken. In this work we take steps in this direction by enabling users to ask questions about the past autonomous experience of the robot. Since our interest is on mobile service robots, we focus on questions about the time and distance traveled while executing tasks, but the approach we propose is general.
Our first contribution is a novel use of log files. Typically, when available, these files are used by developers for debugging purposes; in this work we use the logs recorded by our robots as the source of information. The CoBot robots can search the logs to autonomously answer questions asked from their users using natural language. In order for the robot to automatically retrieve information from the logs files, we define Log Primitives Operations (LPOs). Using LPOs we extend the ability of our robots to not only execute tasks, but also to perform operation on the log files they record. Our second contribution is to frame the problem of question understanding as grounding input sentences into LPOs. We define a joint probabilistic model over LPOs, the parse of a sentence, and a learned Knowledge Base. Our Knowledge Base is designed to store and reuse mappings from natural language expressions to queries the robot can perform on the logs. To evaluate our approach for question understanding we crowd-sourced a corpus of 133 sentences. Our results show that, using the proposed approach, the robot is able to learn the meaning of the questions asked. Finally, our third contribution, is to introduce the concept of checkable answers. In order to provide an explanation to the answer provided to the user, we propose to use checkable answers that reveal the computation performed by the robot to come up with the result offered as answer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we review the relevant related work. Next we present the structure of the log files recorded by our robots. We then present the structure of the Log Primitives Operations our robot can autonomously perform on its logs. We then introduce our model for query understanding and present our experimental results. Finally we introduce the concept of checkable answers with comprehensive examples.
Related Work
Our goal is to enable robots to answer questions about their past experience in order to make them more transparent and acceptable to their users. In the literature, we identify two main categories of relevant work to our approach. First we review works pertaining to the intelligibility or explanation of intelligent agents, and second we look at works enabling autonomous robots to understand natural language.
In Human-Computer Interaction a large body of works focus on intelligibility of intelligent systems (e.g., for context-aware systems [9] ). In [16] , the authors present a study performed over 200 participants. The results shows that automatically providing explanation for a system's decision can improve users trust, satisfaction and acceptance level. In [15] , the authors use a music recommender system to show how the mental model of a user affect the ability of the user to more effectively operate the system itself. In particular, they show that completeness in the explanation provided by the system helps the user build more useful mental models. Last, [5] uses a Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) to show how automatically generated explanations can increase the users trust. Similarly we aim at improving the understanding and trust users have toward our robots. As a first step, in this work we enable our robots to understand and answer questions on their past experience.
We expect users to ask questions to our robots using natural language. Enabling an agent to understand natural language has been a long standing goal for AI researchers [23] . In the robotics literature we identify two main approaches to enable robots to understand natural language. The first is to map the input sentence to a logical form that the robot can evaluate and act upon (e.g., λ-calculus [8, 7, 1, 17] Person Destination Figure 1 : Semantic frames and their arguments for the tasks our service robots execute.
The second approach, that we also adopt, is to consider a probabilistic model to map language into robot actions as in [11, 14, 21, 13] . In many of the previous works, robots learned how to understand commands or instructions requiring them to execute physical actions. We move beyond these works by enabling robots to understand questions about the time and distance traveled while executing tasks. Finally, to represents the tasks executed by the robots, we use semantic frames [10] , a formalism extensively applied both to linguistics [2] and to robotics [18, 22] .
Robot Logs
Many systems come with a logging capabilities. These capabilities are designed to allow developers to find and fix unwanted behaviors (i.e., bugs). For a mobile service robot a log file might include sensory data (e.g., readings from cameras or depth sensors), navigation information (e.g., odometry readings or estimated positions), scheduling information (e.g., the action being performed or the time to a deadline) or all of the above. Although initially developed for debugging purposes we introduce a novel use for the log files recorded by a robot. We propose to use the logs recorded by a robot as its memory, and to use the information stored in the logs to have robots answer questions about their past experience.
The CoBot robots are developed using ROS [20] , their code is designed in a modular fashion where each module can publish messages on a topic or subscribe to it to receive messages. Our logging system, native to ROS 1 , records every message exchanged by the modules running and save them in a log file. When the robot is running messages are exchanged over more then 50 topics at 60Hz. The information exchanged on these topics ranges from low-level micro-controller information to scheduling data, from encoder readings to GUI (Graphical User Interface) events information.
A detailed description of the messages and information recorded in our log file is presented in [4] . Here we provide a short overview of the information we record and we categorize the messages in three different levels:
• Execution Level: this is the lowest level and contains information such as: the (x, y) position of the robot on the map together with its orientation (Θ), the current voltage of the batteries, the linear and angular velocity, all the readings from the sensors and information about the navigation, such as the current path being followed and whether it is blocked or not.
"What was the farthest you had to travel while delivering a book?"
"What was the fastest task you have ever executed?"
"How long does it usually take you to escort visitors to the lab?"
"What was the total time you spent delivering something in the last three days?"
Figure 2: Examples of input sentences and corresponding queries to be extracted. Each sentences imply a different set of filters to be used.
• Task Level: at this level we find all the information regarding the tasks the robot can execute, which includes: the current task being executed, the current subtask (if any is present), the time since the task has started, the estimated time until completion and the list of the tasks already scheduled.
• Human-Robot Interaction Level: finally, at this level, we find information related to the interactions with humans, such as: event recorded by the GUI (i.e. pressing a button), results of speech recognition, number of humans detected, open doors detected, and the questions asked by the robot.
Since our goal is to enable a robot to answer questions about the time and distance traveled while executing tasks we are going to focus on messages in the execution and task levels. Specifically, we focus on two topics, the first one is /Localization and belongs to the execution level. This topic records the position (x, y, z, Θ) of the robot (z indicates on which floor of the building the robot is currently located). Using the messages published on this topic we reconstruct the amount time and the distance traveled while executing a specific task together with the path the robot took. The second topic we consider is /TaskPlannerStatus. This topic records information about the task being performed which include: the semantic frame representing the task, the amount of time the task has been executed for, and the expected remaining time in the current task.
To represent the three different tasks our robot can perform we use semantic frames. Each frame is composed by the action the robot should take (i.e., the task name) and a variable number of arguments. Fig 1 shows the three semantic frames corresponding to the tasks our robots can perform.
Finally, although it is not crucial to our contribution, it is worth noticing that log files are sequential by nature. In order to quickly search through the logs and answer the users questions, we use an intermediate representation where each task and its relevant information (task type, task arguments, time and distance traveled) is indexed by its starting time.
Log Primitives Operations
In order to be able to answer questions our robots need to retrieve the relevant information from the logs. To do so, we designed Log Primitive Operations (LPOs) that the robot can autonomously perform on log files. An LPO is composed by an operation and a set of filters. The operation defines the computation that the robot performs on the records selected from the logs using the filters. Each record in the log files contains different fields (e.g., the position of the robot or the task being executed). Here, we define four quantitative operations that the robot can perform on the logs. A quantitative operation operates on one or more numerical field of the records being considered. The operations we define are:
MAX: returns the largest value for the field considered in the record specified by the filters.
MIN: return the smallest value for the field considered in the record specified by the filters.
AVG: returns the average value for the field considered in the record specified by the filters.
SUM: returns the total value for the field considered in the record specified by the filters.
In our previous work [19] we defined three additional non-quantitative operations. These operation are performed on the record(s) matching the LPO's filter and do not require to operate on any numerical field. We quickly review these additional operations here:
CHECK: returns true if the logs have at least a record matching all the filters specified by the LPO, otherwise it returns false.
COUNT: returns the number of records matching the filters specified in the LPO.
SELECT: returns all the records matching the filters specified in the LPO.
Filters are used to select the record(s) relevant to the query, we identify three types of filters. The first type of filters we define are task-based filters. A user might ask about the time spent executing a specific type of task or the distance traveled while going to a specific location. We allow for five task-related filters, namely: taskID, destination, source, object, person. These five filters match the argument of the structure of the semantic frames we use to represent the tasks the robot can execute.
LPOs performed on the logs refer to the past experiences of the robot, therefore we define a second type of filter to select the window of time relevant to the LPO. We define this type of filter as time-based filters. A time-based filter is typically characterized by a starting and ending time.
Finally, the third type of filter, quantity-based filter, is used to select which field should be considered when applying our quantitative operations. In this work we focus on understanding questions about the time and distance service robots travel during their deployment; hence the quantity-based filter is used to specify whether a question refers to time or distance.
In the next section we show how we map users questions to LPOs that the robot can autonomously perform on the logs. Fig. 2 shows, for each of the quantitative operation we defined, an example of input sentence and the corresponding IPO we aim to extract.
Question Understanding
In the previous section we introduced the Log Primitive Operations the CoBot robots can autonomously perform on their log files. In order to enable a mobile robot to answer questions about the distance and time it has traveled, we frame the problem of understanding an input sentence as finding the best matching LPO to perform on the log files. Formally we define a joint probabilistic model over the parse of a sentence (Ψ), the possible LPOs (L), and a Knowledge Base (KB). We aim at finding the LPO L * that maximizes the joint probability, that is: arg max
Assuming the parser is conditionally independent from the Knowledge Base we rewrite our joint model as:
We refer to the two factors of this model as the Grounding Model and the Parsing Model.
Parsing Model
In order to parse questions from users we adopt a shallow semantic parser. Each word is first labeled using one of the following labels: Operation, Quantity, TaskID, Destination, Source, Object, Person, and Time. We denote this set of label as L. These eight labels match the structure of an IPO the robot can perform on the logs and allow us to retrieve the part of the sentence that refer to the operation or one of the filters. A special label None is used to label words that can be disregarded. Once each word in a sentence has been labeled, we chunk together contiguous words with the same label. Fig 3 shows We model the parsing problem as a function of pre-learned weights w and observed features φ. Given a sentence S of length N , to obtain a parse Ψ we need to label each words s i as l i , where l i ∈ L. Formally we want to compute:
where Z is a normalization constant that ensures the distribution p(Ψ) sums to 1. We learned this model using a conditional random field (CRF), where φ is a function producing binary features based on the part-of-speech tags of the current, next, and previous words, as well as the current, next, and previous words themselves.
Grounding Model
Using the parsing model we are able to extract from a sentence the structure of the LPO the robot needs to perform on the logs. The semantic parser identifies, for each chunk of the sentence, whether it refers to the operation to be performed, to one of the filters, or if we can disregard it. Users can refer to the same operation in multiple different ways. As an example, consider a user asking the robot to perform an AVG operation, they might ask "what is the usual time" or "what is the typical time". Therefore, in order to fully understand a sentence, we need to map words to symbols the robot can process, that is we need to ground the sentence.
The possible groundings for the Operation label are the four operations we defined on the logs. For our robot, the Quantity label can be grounded to either time or space. The Destination and Source labels are grounded to office number in the building. The Object and Person labels do not require to be grounded as we can directly search the logs for matching strings. Finally, we need to ground the chunks labeled as Time to an explicit start and end date.
In order to save and reuse mapping from natural language expression to groundings we designed a Knowledge Base (KB). Our Knowledge Base is designed as a collection of binary predicates where the first argument is the natural language expression, and the second is its grounding. We use four different predicates that closely match the label used by our semantic parser, namely: operationGrounding, quantityGrounding, taskGrounding locationGrounding. Fig. 4 shows an example of the knowledge base.
OperationGrounding("farthest", MAX) OperationGrounding("longest", MAX) TaskGrounding("delivering", DELIVER)
QuantityGroundsing("far", SPACE) LocationGrounding("Manuela's office", F8002) To each predicate in the Knowledge Base we also attach a confidence score measuring how often a natural language expression e has been grounded to a specific grounding γ; we use C e,γ to refer to the confidence score of a specific predicate.
We use the confidence score attached to each predicate in the Knowledge Base to compute p(L|KB). As we have seen an LPO L is composed by an operation O and a set fo filters f , therefore we approximate the probability of a query as:
Each of the term in this product can be computed directly from the confidence scores stored in the Knowledge Base. To compute the probability of a specific grounding γ * , whether this it for the operation or for one of the filters, we use the following formula:
When our robot receives a question it first parses it to extract the structure of the LPO. Next, for each of the chunks extracted, it searches the Knowledge Base for matching predicates and computes the most likely grounding. When a natural language expression e cannot be grounded using the Knowledge Base, the robot enters a dialog asking the user to explicitly provide the grounding and it then updates its Knowledge Base.
Finally, to ground the expressions referring to time-related filters we use SUTime [6] an external library to recognize and normalize time expression. Our Knowledge Base is able to learn static mapping from natural language expressions to groundings but time expression often requires to be functionally grounded, that is we also need to take into account the current time.
As an example consider the expression "in the last three days"; we cannot ground this expression to fixed start and end dates as they continuously change. 
Experimental Evaluation
In order to evaluate our approach, we crowd-sourced a corpus of 140 sentences asking users to provide questions asking a robot about the time and distance it spent executing tasks. These 140 sentences were provided by 20 different users but we had to discard 7 of them because either non-grammatical or because they could not be matched by any of the operation we defined. Therefore, in our experiments, we use a total of 133 sentences. We hand labeled each sentence twice, first we label each word in the sentence with labels for the parsing model. Second, we label each sentence with the corresponding LPO to be performed on the logs. After training our CRF, we evaluate the accuracy of the semantic parser using leave-one-out cross validation. We iterate on our corpus by leaving out each of the twenty users that took part in the crowd-sourcing survey; the parser achieves an average F 1 scores of 0.84.
To evaluate the grounding model we first look at the error our robot makes in grounding input sentences. We consider an error both when: 1) the robot cannot infer the grounding using the knowledge base and has to enter a dialog, and 2) the grounding inferred does not match our annotation. In Fig 5 each bin represents seven interactions, that is seven sentences the robot received and grounded. We start with an empty knowledge base, therefore the robot is initially asking for the grounding of each chunk identified by the parser. As the Knowledge Base grows, the number of errors made quickly decreases. By the end of our experiment we can observe how the robot makes less than two errors, that is it is able to understand five out of seven sentences without needing to ask or making any mistake. It is worth noticing that, for We also analyze the size of the Knowledge Base as the robot process more and more sentences. Fig 6 shows the number of facts (i.e., different predicates) stored in the Knowledge Base. Once again, we smooth out the possible effect of specific sequences of sentences by plotting the average number of facts stored in the Knowledge Base over 1000 randomized runs. Initially we expected this plot to flatten out after the first few interactions. Instead we observe that during the first interactions facts are quickly added to the Knowledge Base (i.e., the plot shows a high slope), as time progress the rate at which facts are added decreases but never goes to zero. By inspecting the Knowledge Base after the experiment we observed that few predicates have very high count and many of the remaining ones have only been used once. This behavior mirrors the long-tail distribution typically found in language models, few expressions are used very commonly and are quickly learned but, from time to time, we still encounter new ways to refer to operations or filters.
Checkable Answers
So far we have discussed how to enable a robot to understand questions. A user might ask "How much time did your shortest task take?", the robot parses and grounds the sentence, searches in its log files and comes up with the answer "42 seconds". Although simply reporting on time (or distance) answers the question, it hardly provides enough information for the user to verify if the robot is truthful or not. Therefore, we propose for the robot to use Checkable Answers to reveal the computation performed by the robot, and to better explain the result offered as answer. Checkable Answer: we define Checkable Answer for quantitative operations as an answer that provides both the final value resulting from the operation and a procedure to verify the consistency of such answer.
For each of the four quantitative operations we design a template the robot can use to generate Checkable Answer. These templates use information the robot can extract from the log files using a different operations or the map it uses for navigation.The templates we designed MAX/MIN: the robot reports on each segment of the path taken while executing the task matching the filters in the query. We extract the path taken using the messages on the /Localization topic. We segment the path every time the robot turns, and refer to each turning point using the closest office to it. Fig. 7 shows in green the path taken by the robot for the following checkable answer:
Q: What was the shortest task you ever executed? A: I executed my shortest tasks on the 2 nd of April 2013, it took me 42 seconds. I started from office O713 at 1:41:01pm, passed by office O711 at 1:41:16 and I arrived at office O706 at 1:41:43pm AVG: the robot reports on the total number of tasks matching the filters in the query, the longest and shortest task (computed using the MIN and MAX operators) and the total time/distance traveled (computed using the SUM operator).
Q: On average how long do GoTo tasks take?
A: I performed a total of 5 tasks matching your request. The longest task took 218 seconds while the shortest took 4 seconds. The total time spent executing tasks matching your request is 525 seconds.
SUM: the robot reports on the total number of tasks matching the filters in the query, the longest and shortest task (computed using the MIN and MAX operators) and the average time/distance traveled (computed using the AVG operator).
Q: What is the total time you spent escorting someone? A: I performed a total of 14 tasks matching your request. the total time was 2163 seconds.
The longest task took 407 seconds, while the shortest took 4 seconds. The average time spent executing tasks matching your request is 145.50 seconds.
As shown in the examples above, all the templates we propose to provide checkable answers are designed in terms of the answer to the LPO matching the user requested and the answer to additional LPOs. These additional LPOs help provide more context and reveal the process the robot use to compute the answer provided.
Conclusions
With the goal of making service robots more transparent to their users, we enabled them to answer questions about the time and distance traveled while they execute tasks. To do so we first contribute a novel use of the log files our robot records. Rather then limiting the logs to debugging tool we propose to use them as the memory of the robot to answer questions. Our second contribution is a probabilistic approach to question understanding. We introduce Interrogation Primitives Operations, defined in term of operations and filters, that our robot can autonomously perform on the log files. Our approach defines a probabilistic model over the parse of a questions, possible LPOs and a Knowledge Base. We evaluated the proposed approach on a corpus of 133 sentences showing how the robot are able to quickly learn the meaning of questions asked. Finally, our last contribution is the use of checkable answers, where answers to users questions are provided using in terms of multiple log operation. This provides additional context and let the user quickly verify the answer received.
